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Let f (x) # Q[X] be a cubic such that y2= f (x) is an elliptic curve with complex
multiplication by Q(- &19), Q(- &43), Q(- &67) or Q(- &163). We want to





where ( } p) is the Legendre symbol. We show that it is enough to calculate the sum
for a finite number of primes and this has been done.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let f (x) be a cubic polynomial with coefficients in Z. Consider the
character sum




where p is a prime and ( } p) is the Legendre symbol.
When f (x) has distinct roots, S( f, p) is related to the number of points
of the elliptic curve y2= f (x) in the field Fp with p elements.
If y2= f (x) has CM by the ring of integers of an imaginary quadratic
field K, there are nine possibilities for K. In the first 6 cases S( f, p) has
been already calculated. See the papers by Rajwade and others, [3] to [8].
In this paper we are going to calculate S( f, p) in the last four cases,
namely when y2= f (x) has CM by the ring of integers in Q(- &19),
Q(- &43), Q(- &67) and Q(- &163). The first case has been done by
Rajwade [8]. We use a different method here. We learn from [8] that
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Let g(x) be one of the polynomials fi, a defined in Section 2. We prove
the following theorem:
Theorem. Suppose y2= g(x) has CM by Q(- &*) and has good reduc-
tion at p. Then
S(g, p)={0,(ap)c,
if p is inert in Q(- &*)
if 4p=c2+*d 2 with (c*)=(2p).
(Note that y2= g(x) has good reduction outside primes dividing 2*a.)
We prove the theorem for *=19. The proof is similar in the other cases.
2. PRELIMINARIES
From Hadano [2] we get the following:
Imaginary
quadratic Curves defined over Q with CM
field K by ring of integers in K
Q(- &19) y2= f1, a (x)=x3&23 } 19 } a2 } x+2 } 192 } a3
Q(- &43) y2= f2, a (x)=x3&24 } 5 } 43 } a2 } x+2 } 3 } 7 } 432 } a3
Q(- &67) y2= f3, a (x)=x3&23 } 5 } 11 } 67 } a2 } x+2 } 7 } 31 } 672 } a3
Q(- &163) y2= f4, a (x)=x3&24 } 5 } 23 } 29 } 163 } a2 } x
+2 } 7 } 11 } 19 } 127 } 1632 } a3.
Note that S( fi, a , p)=(ap) S( fi, 1 , p); this follows from the change of
variable x  ax. So it is enough to calculate S( fi, 1 , p). We will write fi
for fi, 1 .
Let f (x)=x3+cx+d # Z[x]. Let Np be the number of points on the
projective curve
y2z=x3+cxz2+dz3




p ++= p+1+S( f, p).
Assume y2= f (x) has CM by K. By Deuring’s theorem,
Np={ p+1,p+1&?&? ,
if p is inert in K
if p=?? in K.
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Here ? is chosen in the following manner: Complex multiplication of points
of y2= f (x) in F p by ? has the same effect as the Frobenius automorphism
(x, y)  (x p, y p). See [1].
Putting together the values of Np we get
S( f, p)={0,&Tr(?),
if p is inert in K
if p=?? , ? chosen correctly.
If 4p=c2+19d 2, then Tr(?)=\c. Our main theorem fixes the sign of c.
The proof of the theorem is in two steps. In step 1 we show that if
the theorem is true for a prime p, it is true for any other prime
q# p(mod 152). In step 2 we show that it is enough to check the theorem
for one prime in each residue class a(mod 19) with (a19)=1. The actual
verification is done in the Appendix.
We now prove a lemma which will be used in the proof of the theorem.
Let us consider the Weierstrass model of the curve
E : y2= f1(x).
Lemma. Let L=Q(E[- &19]) be the extension obtained by adjoining
the - &19-division points of E to Q. Then LQ(‘152). (Here ‘n denotes the
primitive nth root of unity.)
Proof. Let _ # Gal(LQ). Then P  _P defines an automorphism of
E[- &19]. Since E[- &19]$(Z19Z), _P=mP with (m, 19)=1. This
defines an injection of groups
} : Gal(LQ)  (Z19Z)*.
So LQ is abelian and [L : Q] | 18. Since the discriminant of E is divisible
by 2 and 19 alone, Q(E[19]) is unramified outside 2 and 19 (cf. [9]).
Since L/Q(E[19]) the same is true for L. So by KroneckerWeber
theorem L/Q(‘2b19a). We can assume that b3. Let F=Q(‘2b19a). Then,
G=Gal(FQ)$(x1) (x2) (x3) ( y1) ( y2),
where
(x1) is a cyclic group of order 19a&1,
(x2) is a cyclic group of order 9,
(x3) and ( y2) are cyclic groups of order 2, and
( y1) is a cyclic group of order 2b&2.
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Let H=Gal(FL). Since 19 |% [L : Q], 19a&1 divides |H|. So (x1)/H.
Since Gal(LQ) has no elements of order 4, (2y1)/H. Let H1=
(x1)_(2y1). Then H1 /H. So FH1 (the fixed field of H1) contains L.
Now H1 is the unique subgroup N of G with GN $ C9  C2 C2 C2
where Cn denotes the cyclic group of order n. But Gal(Q(‘152)Q)$
C9 C2 C2 C2 . Hence FH1=Q(‘152).
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Step 1. Fix a primitive - &19-division point P. Let p be a prime
which splits in Q(- &19). If _p denotes the Frobenius of p, _p P=}(_p) P.
Let t denote reduction (mod B) where B is a prime in L lying above p.
By Deuring’s theorem,
}(_p) P #?p P (mod B),
with ?p( p=?p ? p) chosen correctly. Let ?p=(cp+dp - &19)2, where
cp #dp(mod 2). Since E has good reduction at B and P is not a p-division
point, }(_p)#?p(mod - &19). So 2}(_p)#cp(mod 19). If q is any other
prime with q # p(mod 152), then _p=_q since L/Q(‘152) (by Lemma).
So cp #cq(mod 19).
Step 2. In this step we show that it is enough to verify the statement
of the theorem for one prime in each residue class a(mod 19) with
(a19)=1. This we show by proving the following statement: If
p#q(mod 19), then
cp#cq(mod 19), if \ 2p+=\
2
q+ and
cp#&cq(mod 19), if \ 2p+=&\
2
q+ .
Let (2p)=(2q). Then p#\q(mod 8). Let q#&p(mod 8). We choose a
prime p1 so that p1 #&1(mod 8) and p1 #1(mod 19). Then p1 q#
p(mod 152). (In this case p1=191.) Since }(_p)#}(_p1) }(_q)(mod 19) and
cp1 #2(mod 19), cp #cq(mod 19). (See Table I for the value of cp1 .)
Let (2p)=&(2q). Then p#\3q(mod 8). We choose p2 so that
p2 #&3(mod 8) and p2 #1(mod 19). (Here p2=229. The values of p1 and
p2 for the other cases are also given in the Table.) If p#&3q(mod 8)
we use the fact p2q# p(mod 152) and proceed as before to get
cp #&cq(mod 19). If p#3q(mod 8) we use p1 p2q# p(mod 152) and get
cp #&cq(mod 19).
The theorem now follows from the computations in the Appendix. K
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TABLE I
a(mod 19)
(a19)=1 p#a(mod 19) Np&1 cp
1 191 208 &17
4 61 76 &15
5 5 4 1
6 101 111 &10
7 7 4 3
9 47 34 13
11 11 6 5
16 73 84 &11
17 17 24 &7




(a43)=1 p#a(mod 43) Np&1 cp
1 431 472 &41
4 47 51 &4
6 307 336 &29
9 181 175 6
10 53 40 13
11 11 10 1
13 13 16 &3
14 229 206 23
15 101 120 &19
16 59 67 &8
17 17 12 5
21 107 91 16
23 23 16 7
24 67 52 15
25 197 187 10
31 31 40 &9
35 293 315 &22
36 79 67 12
38 167 192 &25
40 83 66 17
41 41 52 &11
1 173 175 &2
Note. p1=431, p2=173.
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TABLE III
a(mod 67)
(a67)=1 p#a(mod 67) Np&1 cp
1 4423 4555 &132
4 71 75 &4
6 73 88 &15
9 277 271 6
10 211 187 24
14 349 367 &18
15 149 126 23
16 83 91 &8
17 17 18 &1
19 19 22 &3
21 557 591 &34
22 89 106 &17
23 23 18 5
24 359 396 &37
25 293 283 10
26 227 198 29
29 29 36 &7
33 167 147 20
35 571 612 &41
36 103 91 12
37 37 28 9
39 173 148 25
40 107 88 19
47 47 36 11
49 317 303 14
54 389 367 22
55 457 492 &35
56 257 226 31
59 59 72 &13
60 127 148 &21
62 263 235 28
64 131 115 16
65 199 172 27
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TABLE IV
a(mod 163)
(a163)=1 p#a(mod 163) Np&1 cp
1 13367 13528 &161
4 167 171 &4
6 821 795 26
9 661 655 6
10 173 196 &23
14 503 546 &43
15 1319 1251 68
16 179 187 &8
21 347 312 35
22 1163 1230 &67
24 839 787 52
25 677 667 10
26 1493 1435 58
33 359 331 28
34 197 172 25
35 1013 975 38
36 199 187 12
38 853 796 57
39 691 640 51
40 1181 1135 46
41 41 42 &1
43 43 46 &3
46 1187 1123 64
47 47 42 5
49 701 687 14
51 2333 2415 &82
53 53 60 &7
54 1847 1932 &85
55 1033 970 63
56 1523 1446 77
57 383 346 37
58 547 592 &45
60 223 196 27
61 61 52 9
62 877 907 &30
64 227 211 16
65 2347 2436 &89
69 1373 1446 &73
71 71 60 11
74 563 523 40
77 1381 1327 54
81 733 751 &18
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TABLE IV (Continued )
a(mod 163)
(a163)=1 p#a(mod 163) Np&1 cp
83 83 96 &13
84 1877 1947 &70
85 1063 1123 &60
87 739 787 &48
88 251 280 &29
90 1231 1300 &69
91 743 796 &53
93 419 451 &32
95 421 382 39
96 911 852 59
97 97 112 &15
100 263 243 20
104 593 640 &47
111 1741 1807 &66
113 113 96 17
115 1093 1135 &42
118 281 250 31
119 1097 1162 &65
121 773 751 22
126 941 907 34
131 131 150 &19
132 947 891 56
133 2089 2172 &83
134 1601 1522 79
135 461 420 41
136 1277 1327 &50
140 1607 1531 76
143 1447 1372 75
144 307 283 24
145 797 742 55
146 1613 1551 62
150 313 346 &33
151 151 172 &21
152 641 690 &49
155 1459 1531 &72
156 971 910 61
158 647 603 44
160 1301 1230 71
161 487 523 &36
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APPENDIX
From the tables one can check that (&cp19)=(2p), (&cp 43)=(2p),
and so on. For example in the case of 19, for p=191 we have cp=&17.
As can be seen from the first column of Table I (1719)=1. Also
(2191)=1 as 191#&1(mod 8).
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